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Abstract—It is widely known that the quality of teachers' performance is a vital component of any educational system. Therefore, this study aims to address the issue of professional development of physics teachers in Saudi Arabia by reviewing the preferred on the job training activities of their in-service training in terms of meeting their training needs and consequently assisting them to teach physics topics effectively. The research reviews data from a relevant sample (N=62) of physics teachers at secondary and intermediate schools in the city of Onaizah, Saudi Arabia. The results have shown that many participants made clear statements about the limit positive impact on their performance as a result of on-the-job training activities by physics supervisor. Furthermore, in order to increase the effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers, some suggestions have been given by many participants. These suggestions included the improvement of the professional learning activities, teachers’ motivation, professional learning materials and resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Teachers’ professional development is a vital component of any educational system. Therefore, the policy of education in addition to the legislation of civil service in Saudi Arabia confirmed that training of teachers is a continuous process and considered as a part of their jobs both during work hours and out of work hours. The Ten-Year Plan of the Ministry of Education also included the improvement of male and female teachers’ quality [1].

Although there is a large number of professional development activities for teachers, students’ achievement in physics are not satisfied according to the Department of Educational Supervision [2]. Poor practice of physics education is still dominated in schools and consequently, the desired outcomes of learning physics are not achieved properly.

This situation generated the need to evaluate the effectiveness of the actual professional development practices as a first step to identifying improvement strategies for physics teachers, and ultimately improve outcomes for students.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

As an important field of science, physics is needed to be taught using effective approaches such as investigation activities. However, in spite of the importance of such methods on assisting students to learn physics concepts properly, many teachers are not often use them during physics classes which might occur because of two main reasons. Firstly, the lack qualification of physics teachers plays an essential role in this area as some researchers argued. For instance, in order to evaluate pre-service physics teachers' qualifications a study conducted by Eryilmaz and Ilaslan [3] on fifty pre-service physics teachers from four universities in turkey. The results showed that pre-service physics teachers had not sufficient knowledge on subject matter, teaching methods, measurements and evaluations and classroom management. Consequently, many specialist organization suggested standards to be considered in teachers’ preparation programs to assist them to teach physics efficiently. National Science Teachers Association NSTA [4] for example recommended 26 standards for teachers of physics covering three areas of competencies; core, advanced and supporting. However, unproductive teaching methods still widespread in many physics learning situations, which might refer to the neglect of such standards in many preparation programs of physics teachers.

Secondly, in many cases, teachers might be required to teach outside their specialist areas and as a result science is taught by non-specialist teachers. For instance, in a study from Newcastle-upon-Tyne in the United Kingdom, 38% of all mathematics education and 22% of physics lessons in the 11-16 age range were run by inappropriately qualified teachers [5]. Such problems might occur due to the shortages of qualified teachers or due to curriculum reorganization [6]. Therefore, learning physics is more likely to be affected negatively when physics classes are run by unqualified teacher who might have different capability to the qualified teacher [7].

As a result, more effective in-service training programs are required to be available for all physics teachers in general and non-specialists physics teachers in particular in order to help them to teach physics teachers efficiently.

Although different teaching models and instructional techniques such as expository, interactive, individualization and models of reality are broadly used in educational institutions [8], there is no one of them is accepted as the only proper method of instruction because using the same method of instruction all the time can build a barrier to learning [9]. Hence, it is important to use the most appropriate training methods for every learning situation.

There are some factors to be considered in the selection of the most effective training methods. Firstly, the training methods should be selected based on the learners’ requirement rather than what the trainer feels like doing [9].
and because the nature of teaching adults (Andragogy) differs from the (Pedagogy) which refers to the teaching of younger learners [10], adult learning principles should be considered when choosing training methods. Such principles which are known as six assumptions have been stated by Knowles, Holton, and Swanson [11].

Secondly, the nature of training topics is dissimilar and thus the trainer should not rely on an only method of instruction for all subjects [9]. Training programs outcomes therefore, should be considered when selecting instruction methods as ranking by Townsend [12] depending on instruction goals (1 = high and 8 = low) in the following matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Knowledge Acquisition</th>
<th>Attitude Change</th>
<th>Problem solving Skills</th>
<th>Inter-personal Skills</th>
<th>Participant Acceptance</th>
<th>Knowledge Retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Films</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmed instr.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-playing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'T' group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thirdly, in general, when considering the subject matter, training should aim at the ‘must know’ area as priority as Kroehnert [9] affirmed.

Consequently, during the in-service training programs, focus should be on practical learning because dealing with theoretical principles is less advantageous as the results of physics teachers survey carried out by Jauhiainen [13] showed.

Lastly, making the decision on what learning activities should be used is also affected by the length of training program duration as well as available facilities and learning materials. For example, while complex case studies and games (as professional learning activities) consume a longer time for both preparation and implementation in addition to needing more materials and facilities [14], expository training such as lecture and oral presentation on the other hand can be used for short duration training courses due to the low consumption of time and low cost of materials.

III. METHODS

The research design employed in this study is mixed methodology approach which is a commonly used technique in educational research [15] and deemed as the most appropriate research design for this study because it is able to collect both the qualitative and quantitative data needed to identify the effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers. Moreover, a mixed method accommodates information coming from respondents that is very difficult to quantify, such as reasons, opinions and comments [16].

The research reviews data from a relevant sample (N=62) of physics teachers at secondary and intermediate boy schools in the city of Onaizah, Saudi Arabia.

Written survey research was used in the study to determine Teachers’ experiences of the effectiveness of their in-service professional learning activities.

A questionnaire adapted from “Teachers’ in-service training needs in Cyprus” [17] has been used in this study. The questionnaire consists of two main parts as follows:

Part 1: Demographic characteristics. This includes some basic information in two sections:

Section A: about the teacher himself; age, total number of years in teaching, qualification, major and previous professional learning activities he involved in.

Section B: about his school; type of school building and number of classes.

Part 2: Teachers’ experiences of the effectiveness of their professional learning activities. This includes: expository training, interactive training and model physics lessons.

As well as open-ended questions, closed questions have been used so that teachers respond through the indication of the extent to which they agreed with specific statements on a Likert-type scale (from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating strong agreement and 5 strong disagreements).

Furthermore, In order to assess the appropriateness of the data collection tools, a pilot study should be considered [15]. Therefore, the questionnaire has been tried out with a small sample of physics teachers.

In addition, because a deep understanding on professional learning of physics teachers is needed, some interviews have been conducted after the written survey research have been completed.

The interview questions were prepared based on the teachers’ responses to the questionnaire in order to explore the individual's perspective and recommendations relating to the professional learning activities of physics teachers.

IV. FINDINGS

Teachers who responded to this survey were asked to identify their personal opinions on the most helpful activities for their in-service professional learning. Table I presents the
results derived from the statistical analysis of teachers’ responses to the questionnaires.

### TABLE II: PROFESSIONAL LEARNING ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional learning activities</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expository training (lecture, demonstrations ... etc) would be most helpful for Professional learning activates</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive training (workshops, group discussions ... etc) would be most helpful for Professional learning activates</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model physics lessons would be most helpful for Professional learning activates</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows that (37.7%) of teachers accepted the expository training as the most helpful technique for their professional learning while (37.3%) of them declared the weakness of such technique to be used in teachers training programs. Uncertainty on the contrary, has been declared by the quarter (25%) of respondents.

Furthermore, in the area of Interactive training, the majority (79.1%) of teachers stated that this type of training activities would be most helpful way to learn professionally. However, uncertainty has been declared by (16.1%) of respondents.

In addition, regarding to the model physics lessons, approximately three-quarter (75.8%) of teachers preferred such lessons to be a part of their professional learning programs.

In addition, interviewees in this study were asked to identify their personal opinions on the quality of the on-the-job professional learning activities for physics teachers within their schools. All participants agreed that supervision activities are quick procedures and implemented as an inspection process rather than an improvement process for physics teachers’ performances. Consequently, physics teachers might not improve their teaching skills effectively unless implementing this form of on-the-job training according to the step-by-step job instruction technique which presented by Dessler [18]; preparation of the trainee, presentation of the operation, performance tryout and follow-up. This has been supported by some comments such as:

“I receive some fast notes during the visit of physics supervisor”

“It is rare that the supervisor provides teachers with new skills and methods due to the short visit to school by the supervisor”

V. DISCUSSION

The teachers preference (79.1%) recorded regarding to the interactive training, is not surprising due to the advantages of such model. For example, the role of learner within this model is to participate with training activities effectively in order to accomplish the task [8] and thus:

- Teachers are more active
- Many skills are learnt
- Teachers can share knowledge and learn from each other (cooperatively)
- Teachers receive immediate feedback

As a result, physics teachers are more likely to learn professionally well using this type of interactive training activities. This has been supported by open comments such as:

“Using small groups in training programs is excellent”

In addition, the preference found (75.8%) regarding to the model physics lessons is an expected result due to the advantages of this practical technique. Such finding supports the notion that during the in-service training programs, focus should be on practical learning rather than theoretical learning because of the fact that dealing with theoretical principles is less advantageous stated by many researchers such as Townsend [12] and Jauhiainen [13].

Consequently, by the use of this interactive form of training, physics teachers are more likely to improve their teaching skills effectively.

1) Furthermore, in order to increase the effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers, some suggestions have been given by many participants. These suggestions included the improvement of the professional learning activities, teachers’ motivation, professional learning materials and resources as follows:

- “Obviously, it is important to organize effective meeting for physics teachers in order to assist them to exchange experiences. Personally, I think such frequently meeting is useful. So, I hope it run twice a semester”
- “in order to help physics teachers to improve their performances, exchanging visits among them within their schools should be planned well and scheduled well”
- “Well, it can increase the effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers by inviting experts in science education in addition to providing teachers with well designed learning materials such as DVDs”
- “The effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers can be increased by providing the teacher with new practical ideas follows by instant demonstration by the supervisor in physics classroom”
- “Motivating physics teachers to do research is useful idea”
- “Schools principals should be trained in order to assist in the improvement of physics teachers within their schools”
- “Also, it is important to motivate and assist physics teachers to participate in professional learning activates”
- “Well, I think it is possible to apply some reasonable incentives in order to encourage physics teachers to participate in different type of professional learning activities”
- “I think that a specialist educational library should be established in each school. Such library should be
provided with useful professional learning materials for teachers”

11) “What is problem to use the most skilful teacher to be a supervisor for other teachers in the same area within their school? I think it is a useful and practical idea”

12) “The effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers can be increased by implementing some training programs (by a trainer from educational training centre) within school day in order to improve a large number of teachers instead of improving one teacher”

VI. CONCLUSION

This study aims to investigate the most helpful in-service training activities of physics teachers in Saudi Arabia in terms of meeting their training needs and consequently assisting them to teach physics topics effectively. The research reviews data from a relevant sample (N=62) of physics teachers at secondary and intermediate schools in the city of Onaizah, Saudi Arabia. The results indicated that many participants made clear statements about the limit positive impact on their performance as a result of on-the-job training activities by physics supervisor. Furthermore, in order to increase the effectiveness of professional learning for physics teachers, some suggestions have been given by many participants. These suggestions included the improvement of the professional learning activities, teachers’ motivation, professional learning materials and resources.
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